Common Name: Blugill
Scientific Name: Lepomis macrochirus
Blugills received their name from the blue color that the operculum (gill cover)
and lower section jaw display. One of the most abundant fish in Wisconsin, the
blugill enjoys most of the states waters from ponds, lakes, and rivers. Their deep,
narrow shape makes them one of the spunkiest fish to be hooked and one of the
most delicious to eat. In the summer, spawning occurs when males select a sand
or gravel bar that can be hollowed out to form a nest. Before and after spawning,
the male blugill defends the nest against all species but most vigorously against
other male sunfish. Females arrive after the nest is build and are greeted by males
swimming numerously around their nest in hopes of attracting their counterpart.
The female then releases her eggs in the nest while the male fertilizes. The eggs
hatch in two to five days following fertilization and up to 18,000 fry can emerge
from a single nest. A blugill can live up to 11 years of age, but on average their
lifespan maturity is between 5 to 8 years.

Common Name: Crappie
Scientific Name: Pomoxis nigromaculatus
Crappies are a popular game fish in Wisconsin and can be found in abundance
throughout a wide variety of freshwater systems. They are what some call
“papermouths” known as a tricky catch due to their thin membrane around their
mouth. This membrane can protect them from being caught when fishermen set their
hook to strong while encountering these elusive fish species. They travel in loose
schools and tend to colonize in areas that provide underwater protection (rock and stick
structures). Their diet consist of “zooplankton”, with adult crappies mostly consuming
minnows, immature bass, sunfish, and perch. When trying to catch large crappies, using
similar looking bait to small fry can be an effective tool in finding fishing success.
Crappies will spawn in the early summer, with males building nest at depths
approximately 2 to 6 feet deep fluctuating on quality of the water. The nest holds
approximately 5,000 to 60,000 eggs, so population control in lakes/ponds is important.
A crappies average lifespan in the wild is 3 years with a maximum lifespan of 10 years.

Common Name: Rainbow Trout
Scientific Name: Oncorhynchus mykiss
Rainbow trout are also called “steelhead” which references the steel-blue color
normally found on the head of the ocean run trout. The diet of the rainbow trout is
said to be whatever drifts by them so bait such as worms, crayfish, grasshoppers, other
fish, and spawn bags are used as a tool to catch them. A spawn bag consist of fish eggs
tied in a small bag using a fine mess to hold it all together. Because a rainbow trout
grows fast, they reach sexual maturity earlier than other trout, so they can spawn by
their second year. During this time males will start to develop a hooked lower jaw or
“kype”. When a female is ready to spawn, a male courts her as she presses her belly
against gravel at the bottom of the nest to deposits approximately 200 to 8,000 eggs.
The male then fertilizes the eggs and within 3 to 10 weeks hatching occurs. Trout fully
mature around the age of 3 to 4 years and grow to about 10 to 18 inches long. A
rainbow trout can live up to 11 years in the wild.

